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Communication . . .
In the years to come, BUFORA will have
an increasingly important part to play in
the development of ufology as an accept-
able science. The Association's plans to
become more readily acceptable by the
scientific community, will not only be
difficult-but they will demand greater
control and responsibility from all of us.

But ufology is as yet an embryo science.
It is still not in a position to formulate real
scientifically based theories, or even hy-
potheses. One of the main factors for this
drawback is that our data is almost
invariably based on speculative and sub-
jective information provided by generally
untrained minds.

Against this situation, BUFORA must
continue to promote investigation and
research into the UFO phenomenon using
scientific logic. And if, as so often hap-
pends in our discipline, science rejects our
findings, we must retrace our steps in the
hope of gaining more knowledge of ben-
efit to all of us. Of course, we must not
reject speculation out of hand. As a new
editor, I am very aware of the different

Continued ozterleaf
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thoughts and ideas we all have about our
subject. Soon after my appointment was
announced, a long standing friend and
colleague asked me if theJournal was going
to reflect my ideas. " I hope it doesn't'l
I replied. And I meant it. The Journal
is the medium through which you can
present your ideas. Lets face it, if we
can all put our heads together and use this
common medium to present these ideas,
then surely nothing but good can come
of it.

I would suggest horvever, that whatever
ideas you_may have, try to m-ake sure they
are based on common-sende reasoning.
In this issue I have tried to present you
with a good mix. If you disagree with
any of the comments or features presented
don't iust sit at home and moan about it-
write to me; I will make every effort to
ensure that ail reasoned arguments are
presented-and presented fairly. After
all we are an association-let us begin to
associate.

,..alldco-operation
In these times of economic stringency,
one of the most unrewarding industries
is that of publishing. Not only has in-
flation savaged the printing industry, with
exceptional increases in the cost of man-
power and materials, but also there have
been huge increases in the cost of dis-
tributing published material. And with-
in the publishing industry itself, the cost
of producing small-circulation public-
ations has increased disproportionateiy.
Consequently, small companies and vol-
untary organisations are under increasing
pressure to economise. BUFORA are in
this position at the moment) and steps
are in hand to ensure the maximum com-
munication at minimum expense to its
members. In fact we have already started
by increasing the frequency of theJournal.
By producing a more regular topical
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journal, we will be making better use of
our.mailing budget. Agreed, there may
not be quite so many pages in the Journal,
but there again we will be making the best
use of minimum postal rates to the advan-
tage of the members.

We are of course the British UFO Re-
search Association. And as such we
must show the world the work we are
doing in our field, both in research and
investigation. But at the same time we
mustn't lose touch with what is going on
elsewhere. After all, a breakthrough in
ufology could come from anywhere, and
judging by the flaps in certain notable
countries in recent years, it is unlikely to
be here. So in future issues, we hope to
briefly summarise what is going on
throughout the world. But it is not ourjob to give in-depth reports. There
is an existing international medium that
fulfills this task. It is Flying Saucer
Rezsiero. Neither the Association, nor its
Journal wants to detract from the excel-
lent work that its editor, Charles Bowen,
and his contributors have continued to do
over the years for the science-or is it the
art ?-of ufology. So if you want to keep
in touch with worldwide events I really
can recommend FSR. I can assure you
that the combination of the BUFORA
Journal and Flying Saucer Reoiew wilT
ensure that you are among the best in-
formed ufologists throughout the world.

R.B.

Calling ALL members !

It is hoped to produce a Directory of
Members during 1975. Please check to
see that the information you have pro-
vided on your application/renewal form
is correct, particularly with reference to
the new counties and countv boundaries.
Should any member not wish to appear in
the Directory please write, as soon as
possible to: Mr J !7ebber, 4 Embankment
Road, Kingsbridge, Devon, TQ7 lIZ.



UFO activity in the I{orth
by CFIR/S RANDLES

What seems to have been something of a

minor flap of UFO reports took place be-
tween October and December 1974.
Atthough 1974 will provide interesting
material for a special report later this year
some of these winter sightings are worthy
of special note.

Liverpool seems to have attracted much
of the limelight with many pightings in
November, though mainiy of the LITS
variety. Much publicity was given to
the subject locally and both British Youth
UFO Investigation Group-on Radio
City- and the rWirral UFO Society-on
Radio Merseyside-rvere called upon to
work overtime.

More substantial reports however, were
coming in during the same period and
seemed to concentrate on the more rural
areas of Lancashire, 15 to 20 miles north
of Manchester-the Rossendale Valley.

Multiple witness

Perhaps the most interesting case to come
to light so far, although there are others
still under investigation) was a multiple
witness case from Haslingden. At pres-
ent four witnesses are involved, from two
locations, though there is every hope of
discovering more.

The sighting occurred on Sunday, 24
November at 16.10 hours. The weather
was very changeable during the five
minutes in which the incident took place.
There was a strong blustery westerly
wind and a fair amount of cloud between
3000 and 5000 feet. The Sun did show
its face early on during the event, but
afterwards the sky was dull and overcast.
Mrs T, a housewife who gives every im-
pression of practicality, happened to step

outside her home for a moment and glance
up at the sky. She was surprised to see
two small cigar shaped objects moving in
a sweeping arc from Ramsbottom in the
south-east towards Accrington in the
north-west, It appeared that they were
golden bronze and not reflecting the set-
ting sun. By any standards, she insists,
they were bright. The fact that the Sun
was not visible on the ground does not
mean, however, that the objects could not
have been catching its rays from where
they were. But she seems certain that
the glowing was genuine luminescence.

Excited
After being seen for a few seconds, the
tr,vo objects seemed to join together, pro-
ducing one cigar shape with a fuzzy band
marking the region of attachment. The
one object continued without stopping on
its previous path passing in and out of
cloud layers. Mrs T telephoned a mem-
ber of the local astronomical society who
lived on the same estate. He rushed to
the scene. By this time the object had
moved well into the distance into thick
cioud. Despite Mrs T's attempts to
point out its position, he was not able to
see it. He could however, testify to the
fact that she was obviously very excited
and had been observing something very
puzzling.

About three-quarter miles to the north-
north-west) Mr. Daniels and his wife also
witnessed the sighting, though they saw
more of the phenomena than Mrs T did.
They were crossing the street on which
they live, when a procession of three
cigar shapes went overhead in a 'huge
arc'. There is no doubt that they were
witnessing an extension of the previous



phenomena since time and direction,
exactly agree and the physical descriptions
given are similar.

Several additional points were noted by
these wirnesses. The objects seemed
sharply outlined underneath but with
fuzziness on top and in the centre. There
was also in impression of lights on top.
What is perhaps more interesting is that
there was a faint humming sound. The
first and second objects were about a
quarter of a mile apart. But the third,
following exactly the same path, was a
little further behind. Both sets of wit-
nesses agree on the approxirnate size of
the objects-5O to 80 feet long. fnter-
estingly Mr and Mrs Daniels stare thar
the third objectwas at least one and a half
times as big as the other two, which would
bring it well into line with the size of Mrs
T's one object after the two smaller ones
had merged.

W'e can speculate here that what may
have happened was that Mrs T missei
the first two objects, having already passed
her when she caught sight of her UFO.
She saw what could have been objects
three and four join into one larger object.
The other two witnesses, being further
along the path of flight, missed this actual
joining but observed the third object as
being larger. They were also fortunate
enough to catch the first two. It is
also interesting to speculate whether the
faint noise was simply missed by Mrs T or
if it was a function of the two objects
merging and therefore not present when
the two smaller objects passed her.

Finally, it should be noted that although
work is still being done on this sighting,
that aircraft are unlikely to be the cause.
All witnesses are reasonably familiar with
aircraft and all are sure these were not.
Of course, it is true that certain optical
effects can make wings disappear and give
very strange impressions. But it is also
relevent that the two possible air routes
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over the region, into Manchester and
Leeds/Bradford, do not follow the re-
ported paths.

Ttt-. possibility rhat an extraordinary
flight of three aircraft, perhaps on a mili-
tary mission, cannot be discounted. But
at the present state of investigations this
does not seem probable.

Note-Most of the inaestigations into this
case ltaoe been carried out by the Rossendale
A_svonomical Society, who haz;e a liaely
UFO section.

CETI signal
to
Messier 13
A deliberate atternpt to signal to another
civilisation in space was made last Nov-
ember when the big dish of the National
Astronomy and Ionospheric Centre
(NAiC) near Arecibo, Puerto Rico, was
aimed at the srar cluster Messier 13 on the
edge of the Milky Way. Sent in binary
code at two different frequencies, th-e
message, which took three minutes to
transmit, will take 24000 years to reach
its destination. It contained a comDut-
erised picture of the Solar System, pin-
pointing the Earth; the outline of a human
being; the present population of the
Earth, and the fundamental structure of
the human DNA molecule in order to
show the complexity of life on Earth.
Messier 13 was selected as the target be-
cause the chances of reaching an extra-
terrestrial civilisation are so much greater
than if signals were airned at individual
stars, or simple binaries. This particular
cluster contains some 300000 stars and
the beam width was sufficient to encom-
pass all of them.

CETI: Communication with Extra Terres-
trial Intelligence.



Another Spanish flap
by CAROL GODSELL and RICHARD BEET

The first indication we had of an alleged
Ianding was on good old BBC Radio
News on Sunday 5 January, which men-
tioned on 1 pm and 2 pm news that an
object with a green pulsating light had
landed early that morning near Zaragoza.
The BBC report stated that two witnesses
had observed an obiect on the ground
which was buzzing and carried a pulsating
light. The object then suddenly took off
and was chased by Spanish Air Force jets,
apparently without success.

Nothing to our knowledge ever appeared
in the national papers foliowing Monday
morning or evening, and only by extensive
enquiries did we discover any further in-
formation. OnTuesday 7 January, Rich-
ard contacted the Spanish Embassy and
they advised that he should contact the
London ofice of the Spanish news
agency, which he did. A very helpful
individual went to a great deal of trouble
to establish further information and on
\Tednesday 8 he rang to advise that he
had received a reply from Madrid. The
telex message said that the alleged in-
cident took place on 2 January within the
perimeter of an air force base. A full
investigation of the incident was taking
place, witnesses were being interviewed
and the ground was being analysed and
a preliminary report was expected later
that day. In fact, Richard heard nothing
more until the following afternoon.

Defective eyesight

The EFE Agency rang to say that the
preliminary investigations had shown that
there were no traces on the ground of
anything unusual. There was a statement
issued which said that the military per-
sonnel had been mistaken and had seen

the full moon passing through broken
cloud and that they both had defectioe
eyesight.

\ffhen we eventually received the telex
message, it was translated by a commercial
translation agency. Here is the text . . '
For the attention of Mr Richard Beet

Burgos Spain 8 (EFE)

The Press Office of the general headquarters
of the Fourth Military District has issued
a press release on the possible sighting of
UFOs. The text of this note is as follows:
On 1 January 1975 ar 6.30 pm soldiers

Jose Laso Paez, Ricardo lglesias Lopez,
Felipe Sanchez Baloida and Manuel Adera
Gutierrez, of the Military Academy of
Engineers, on returning from leaoe in an
850 Mini saw at approximately 500 metres
west of the 14 kilometer mark of the Burgos
to Santander Road, a ship like, flattened,
cone shaped object ztthich diffused a Dery
srrong yellozolwhite light, which zaas landing
or zpas suspended a fezo yards abozse the
ground.

On see'ing this strange silent oision descen-
ding at such great speed, the occupants of
the oehicle stopped and got out to see the
object at closer range. They then saw the
lights of the object fl.ash on (rnd off up to
four rimes and remain alight for ,tw9 mhl--utes. 

These ztery strong lights which radi-
ated towards the ground, zDere a few meres
apart. The soldiers nrere not able to tell
whether the other two objects came out of
the first or came dozttn simultaneously be'
cause they only sazt the descent in parabolic

form from the frst one.

Being under the stress of neroes and fear,
the ioldiers decided to get back into the car
and drooe off as quickly as possible.



Tltey also state that another aehicle stopped
about a kilometre behind them, from u:hich
one supposes that its occupants also saw the
phenornenon.

N9 proof has been found of the appearance
of a flying object on 2 January Iist in rhe
polygon grounds of the aerial base Bardenas
Reales in Zaragoza. The Press Cabinet
of the Third Air Region has issued the in-
formation that hazting made the appropriate
inztestigations they hazte reached thi con-
clusion that the brilliant lights seen in that
zone werb the effect of an opt'ical illusion,
produced by the halo of the moon and the
light from the stars passing through the mist
that coztered the zone.

Granada Spain 9 (EFE).

Ntanerous telephone calls were received in
the edirorial ffice of the ldeal newspaper,
gizting information about the presence-in the
sky round Granada of a strange flying object.

All the callers pointed out that the myster-
io-us object wai moaing in an unusuil way
through space, leaving a wake of multi-
coloured lighrs.

Some callers indicated that one moment the
contrioance paused in its flight andfor afew
seconds r emained stationary.

Message Ends.

It was on Thursday morning, 9 January,
that we both discovered that Capitol
Radio was going to devote an hour of
their Open Line programme rhar night to
UFOs and I contacted presenter Joy
Marsh and asked her whether she knew
of the Spanish reports and whether this
was what had sparked off the programme.
She said no) but that she would like
further information. I passed on all I
could and she also suggested that I phone
in. She did say that there was to be
another programme and that we could
possibly be asked to be involved. Mean-
time, Richard also had spoken to producer
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Brian Hayes and had a similar discussion
with him. As listeners will know, Lionel
Beer was lucky enough to get a chance to
talk for a short time on the programme
and mentioned the Spanish siihtines.
It is interesting that there still has bein
nothing in British papers.

It now appears that there were three
se_parate sightings-but not necessarily
of the same object.

We became even more curious about the
whole affair. I contacted our counter-
part in Barcelona-Centro de Estudios
Interplanetorios-and within a week re-
ceived photocopies of recent newspaper
cuttings.

It is not the first time that Spain has
reacted in this way following a sighting
l!no1t. Nor is it the first time that Span-
ish Air Force jets have been scram6led.
You will see from the press cutting from
a 1968 newspaper that a very similar
incident occurred. Spain seems to be
prone.to this type of case-or do their
arr -mlntstry over-react to things they
don't understand.

AIR FORCE HUNT FOR SAUCERS

When the order " Scramble " goes out to jet
fighter pilox of rhe Spanish Air Force, rhese
days, there is a good chance it rneans a
search for fly'ing saucers.

For Spain is determined to find out why so
rnarry mysrcry flying objects hazte been re-
ported.

In a communique this zleekend, the Air
Ministry said that such reports should be
made immediately to the nearest Air
Force station.

The communique came 48 hours after a
chemist, Antonio Sanz, claimed that a
flying object followed his car as he drooe
home rc Duenas, 150 miles nonh of Madrid.

Continued on pl7



Review
llre

The Occult
It can't really be done in one volume-a
complete covel'age of such a vast subject
as the Occult-but the author certainly
has a very good try. The Occult,* by
Colin $7ilson, would be an excellent
starter for anyone wishing to gain a com-
prehensive knowledge of the subject in a
fairly short time. Mr. Wilgon has an
extremely open-minded and sensible ap-
proach, and has an intuitive grasp of some
very complex matters) as is evidenced in
his earlier books on psychology and such
novels as The Mind Parasites. There is
an excellent analytical table at the begin-
ning, which briefly summaries the con-
tents and which is an excellent reference
in itself, apart from the extensive index
and bibliography.

You may ask what this has to do with
UFOs, but so much of our particular sub-
ject hinges on the paranormal that it could
well be lumped under the common
heading of occult or hidden. There are
several pages of interesting comment on
UFOs, with an analysis of some of the
weirder contact stories. The author does
not come to any definite conclusions-
how can anyone ? But he does impress
with his complete understanding of a
situation and his ability to lay it open
fairly and squarely for all to comprehend.
The remainder of the book covers, suc-
cinctly enough, every aspect of the occult
from A to Z, with any number of inter-
esting stodes and personal anecdotes.
This paperback version is very good value
for money and is thoroughly recom-
mended.
*Mayflower Books, d1. 00.

Bnrrv $foon.

Mysteries from forgotten
worlds
Did you know that in the shallow seas
near the Bahamas underwater discoveries
of roads, temples and whole cities have
been recently made ? That deep within
the South American jungle there may ex-
ist secret ruined cities occasionally seen by
pilots but unvisited by white men ? Or
that the unknown builders of the South
American megalithic structures may have
used a plant juice to soften and mould
their stonework ? These and numerous
other fascinating details pack Charles
Berlitz's book, Mysteries from forgotten
worlds.*

But when he deals with sites that are on
our own doorstep there is cause for dis-
quiet. Glastonbury, we are told, has a
huge stone zodiacal calendar of 30 miles
circumference, meant to be seen from
above. Avebury once had 650 giant
stones forming a great circle around an
artificial hill. In fact there is no known
stone circle at the Glastonbury zodiac,
either 30miles or 30feet in circumference.
As a site the zodiac is unrecognised by
academic archaeology, the evidence for its
existence being at present slender. The
artificial earth mound of Silbury seems to
have been transported, albeit only a mile
or less, into the centre of the Aveburv
circle-I wonder how the dwellers iir
Avebury village have reacted to that ? If
Mr Berlitz is so casual about such huge
structures, and so inaccurate with facts
that are surely easy to ascertain, what
credence can be placed in the rest of his
book ?

*Souvenir Press, 1972, f,2.50.
Cor,rN Bono.
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Review

continued from p7

Did Spacemen Colonise
the Earth
Robin Collyns, inhis Did spacemen colonise
the Earth,* provides yet another collec-
tion of strange facts and fantasies on the
Von Diiniken theme. \Triting in terms
of breathless query ('Who built Stone-
henge ?' ' From whence did Christ
come?''Do Lemurians,Muans orAtlan-
teans live under Mount Shasta ?'), Robin
Collyns treats every source as being of
equal value and reliability.
Lobsang Rampa, the self-styled Tibetan
from Plymouth, and Col James Church-
ward of Mu fame are accorded as much
reliability as the established authorities of
the world's universities. The author
appears to have read widely though with-
out much perception. Thus he believes
the 'Bermuda triangle' (that strange area
of inexplicable ship and plane disappear-
ances) to be, in fact, a geometrical tri-
angular shape, which belief prompts him
to ask, 'Are there ancient electronic or
magnetic devices deep under the sea or
sea bed, placed at each corner of the
triangle, still forming a protective curtain
no longer needed ? Did such devices
survive the downfall of Atlantis ?' This
is most unlikely, if only for the reason rhat
the so-called 'Bermuda triangle' is a
roughly lozenge-shaped area and is only
one ofseveral such suspected areas on our
globe's surface. (See Ivan Sanderson's
Inztisible Residents for his development of
the theory.)

.N{ost of this book is of similar unsubstan-
tiated speculation. There is an extensive
bibliography, but few references for in-
dividual items, and there is no index.
*Pelham Books, 1974, f,3.00.

CouN BoRo.
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Yorks Branch help with RAF
presentation on UFOs
Items loaned by Yorkshire Branch were
used as part of a presentation on UFOs
held at RAF Leeming, on Thursday, 3
October 19,74. The presentation waa by
a group of Pilot Officers as parr of th-e
final phase of their course.

They had contacted J Allen Hynek, the
Ministry of Defence and several private
groups. Among items loaned by the
Yorkshire Branch rvere books, magazines,
photographs and sighting reports. As a
result there has been a revival of interest
in the subject at rhe station and contacts
have been made which could prove very
valuable in the future.

It was learnt that some years ago, an
RAF sergeant reported seeing a UFO
land and take off from the runway at
Leeming.

OU RANOS
Ouranos-which means the sky in
Greek-is a bi-monthly journal
specialising in UFOs and unex-
plained phenomena in general.

Founded in 1951 , Ouranos contains
reports of sightings and investig-
ations. There is also a column
devoted to the paranormal.

A specimen copy can be sent on
demand by enclosing three lnter-
national Reply Coupons to:
Ouranos BP, 836RP, 38018
Grenoble, Cedex, France.

Annual subscription is 35F (f3.50)
for six issues.
Send Subscriptions to:
Ouranos CCP 1A.522.47
Paris, France.



Strange sphere lands in New Mexico
APRO investigator told to .. forget what he had seen "
4t2210 hours, on 17 May 1974, electronic rvho was monitoring the electronic scan-
scanning instruments at the Manzano ning equipment at .[{.anzano Laboratories
Laboratory section of I(rtland AFB East when ihe initial burst of energy was
registered a tremendous burst of.energy in registered. (Due to his current frilitary
the 250 to 275 MHz range. The energy status, his nime is being withheld from
was so intense it threw all of their instru- this report). This indiriidual had given
m^ents completely off scale. The burst leads to valid sightings in the past.
of energy was first noted in the earth's
rpp". 6i*osphere. Before trre eni.gy lll,l !:i"q lold .of this incident, the in-
died out, a iiuiectory was_ ptotted. "A 

ff:||-,fft-T il,H,:,t|tlr'10k,i,,#1" Jffirecovery team was immediately dispatched
io the 'a"rig*t.a impu.t u."-a. An area ofiicer' He ordered him to forget every-

southwest of the small mountain com- thing he had been told about this incident'

mulity _of_ Chilli, New Mexico, was This incident indicates that something
cordoned off. A few hours later what was out of the ordinary occurred. When the
described as a metallic, circular object informant was asked if it lvas either
approximately 60 feet in diameter (before American or Russian space debris, he
being dismantled for hauling) was quietly flatly said no.
moved into a hangar at I(rtland AFB. credit: , ApRo Bulletin,, Septemberl
An APRO investigator talked to the man October 1974.

Vice-Chairrnan's Colurnn
Odds against a UFO landing
It was widely reported at the end of Nov-
ember 1974, that a Leeds businessman
placed a d25 bet in dl notes with the
Harrow Branch of Ladbrokes, the betting-
shop chain. It went like this; " I bet you
an unidentified flying object will land on
earth 'ivith aliens in it by 31 December,
1976". Ladbrokes accepted his bet at
at odds of 1000 to 1. Shortly after, a
London Eaening Nezos reporter woke me
up early in the morning to ask if I thought
this punter was on to a good thing, and
would I be placing a similar bet myself?
Naturally I hedged the question, and said
it depended on what Ladbrokes would
accept as evidence. I had to agree that
the odds sounded generous, and the

LIONEL BEER

Eztening Nezr.,s reported me as saying;
" there's already plenty of evidence to
indicate that UFOs have landed".
Naturally I was curious to know how
Ladbrokes had reacted to a reported
landing in Spain on 2 January 1975.
Early reports said the UFO had landed on
an air force bombing and gunnery range
at Las Bardenas Reales, near Zaragoza,
where the United States have a lease on a
joint Spanish-American base. The re-
port was confirmed by USAF personnel,
and the Spanish military authorities of
the Third Air Force Region were said to
have appointed an investigating judge to
look into the report.
Ron Pollard of Ladbrokes was rather
dogmatic. He said that the spacecraft



had to land or crash from another planet
with foreign aliens aboard, and that the
Spanish landing case didn't meet rvith
these requirements. If the aliens were
dead on arrival, this would be sufficient,
but if alive they would have to hang around
to be checked out. Mr Pollard also added
that reports from the Irish would not be
accepted. (Why the Irish I wonder . . . ?)
It was clear that most reported landings,
where humanoids beat a hastv retreat on
the approach of humans, would not be
acceptable to Ladbrokes. However, per-
haps they are weakening; the odds have
been shortened to 100 to 1. 

"

Capital Radio Phone-in
On 7 January, a telegram arrived, for
BUFORA to phone a lady at Capiral
Radio. When I managed to reach her
the following day, she told me that Capiral
u'as doing an hour-long phone-in pro-
gramme on UFOs on 9 January, and that
that Peter Fairley had by then, been com-
missioned to answer callers. I expressed
doubts about Mr Fairley's suitability for
this job, but the lady seemed satisfied he
was a good choice. The prograrnme
started at 9 pm and as it progressed, it
became clear that although Mr Fairley
was very interested in UFOs, he was
none-the-less, remarkably ill-informed.
He rvas unfamiliar with the Pascagoula,
Mississippi, landing case of 11 October
1973, when a caller made reference to it,
and passed it off with apparent cynicism.
Would he have been so cynical if he had
known of Dr Hynek's evaluation ? As a
science editor he probably received Brin-
sley's recent controversial book Seuet of
The Ages on the hollow earth theory for
review, and made reference to the mis-
leading use of the ESRO satellite photos,
but had apparently forgotten the author's
name. To pad out the programme, he
trotted out the well-worn Oldfield case,
where photos were taken of an airliner's
tailplane which distorted into a 'UFO'
10

when seen through the curved glass ofthe
rear window. Although the phone-in
phones appear to be permanently en-
gaged, I got through towards the end of
the programme to give BUFORA a plug.
Mr Fairley flannelled rhat tve were doing
a lot of good work. In view of the poten-
tially interesting landing report on a
USAF Base range near Zaragoza, in
Spain on 2lanuary,I asked Mr Fairley if
he had any further details. He had not,
qnd suggested weakly, that perhaps
BUFORA could supply him with them.
I also asked what he thought about com-
bined radar-visual sightings, mentioning
the famous Lakenheath case of 1956,
published in the Condon Report in
1,969. Mr Fairley seemed unfamiliar with
this case too, although he knew of the
Condon Report. One more caller was
allowed a brief word before the pro-
gramme closed at 10 pm. Several people
who phoned rne afrer the programme,
commented that Peter Fairlev didn't
seem to know much about UFOs, and
one person I spoke to even suggested he
was part of a British Government cover-
up operation ! I suppose the morals here,
are that programme directors should not
settle for science writers when specialists
are available, and that BUFORA should
endeavour to make itself more accessible
during office hours.

Foyled again
A recent BUFORA enquirer tells how he
visited Foyles Bookshop in his quest for
UFO books. He asked a gentleman in
the Science Department, who replied
with a smile, " You will find UFOs in the
Science Fiction Department." llowever,
when I last visited Foyles some little
while ago, what few UFO books they did
have were kept in an entirely different
section of the store.

Editors Note: See details about the alleged
Spanish sightings elsewhere in this issue.



The Murchunt sighting-
fuct or fiction ?
The observation of an unidentified flying
object on 21 October l974,by 21 year old
Greg Marchant at Bournemouth in Ham-
pshire, was in itself, not unique. But his
quick reflexes resulted in his taking a
Poloroid photograph-and this revealed
far more than any ufologist could have
hoped for.

Greg Marchant and the gror:p-the Un-
explained Phenomena Research Group,
commonly known as SCAN International

-publicised 
the sighting within days of

the event. Very soon, details had ap-
peared on television and in the press-
including the Nezos of the World.

No editorial alterations
In view of the extensive publicity al-
ready given to the sighting, I felt that
BUFORA members have not yet had a
chance to look at the facts directly. \X/ith
this in mind, I contacted SCAN's PRO,
Mr. Ron McClure. As a result,
BUFORA have been given permission to
reproduce details of their investigations
from their newsletter. However, they
were insistent that no extracts and no
editorial alterations could be made to their
original report and I have complied with
this request. SCAN are selling copies
ofthe photograph for 60 pence each and I
have purchased one on behalf of
BUFORA. I understand that SCAN
are concerned that their 'evidence' may
be 'exploited', and this is the reason that
they want their report reproduced in full.

Following the SCAN report, there is a
sunmary of the BUFORA investigators
report.

At this stage, there is very little I want to
add. Ilorvever, I do feel that before we

can begin to accept the photograph at its
face value, we must seek further pro-
fessional advice. My calculations would
indicate that the apparent diameter of the
alleged UFO is about five times greater
than the apparent diameter of the full
moon. And yet the object was not seen
by anyone else!

Anyrvay, here is the SCAN report .

R.B.

YES-" 1T"S NO HOAX !"
SCIN INVESTIGATION
On the eztening of Wednesday 23 October,
Greg Marchant kindly agreed to a thorough
inztestigation by SCAN. The report is as

follows....
I ztsas in the bedroom and usas looking out of
the w'indow, when suddenly I noticed a bright
greeny-blue light moving a*oss the sky. I
grabbed my ca?nerq which had a few ex-
posures left, and ran downstairs and out
into the back garden.

The object was moaing a*oss the sky quite
fast in a staight line from West to North-
East, the stars were bright, and there zaas a
moon quite lozl dozun. The object did not
hozter.

By the time I got into the back garden the
object was coming quite fast, I leaned rigln
back, quickly folloroed it in the r.tiezl finder
and took the photograph when it was almost
ooer-head-It was brighter than the moon.
When I took the photograph I didn'r realise
it, but there was a flash in the camera and at
the time of pressing the button, the flash
went off. It was oery bright.

When I took the cemera araay from my eyes
the object, which was there only a few sec-
onds ago, had just disappeared. The flash
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of the,camera did dazzle me, but only for a
second or two,

There was absolutely no sound from this
object at all-this I couldn't understand.
I haoe seen aircraft infact lots of them as we
are on the flight path to Hurn Airport.
At the time I had no idea uthat it was as I
hatte nexey seeix anytking like it-and don,t
want to ez;er again.

GREG WAS QUITE FRIGHTENED
BY WHAT HE HAD.SEEN . . . ^

Greg then went indaors into the front room
zoheye his parents zlere, to " peel the film,',
as ir was a Poloroid.

He sat in front of the fire and zlaz;ed the
photograph in fronr of the fire for exactly
31 secontls, then started to peel the two paris
of the frlm apart, lloping something would
be on it.

He peeled, and zoatched. A few seconds
later, tltere " IT " was-WHAT !
On sgeingwhat Greg had taken aphotograph
of, his farher asked kim if he had bien
mucking about, but Greg assured hirn that
he ltadn't. They looked at the photograph

-but what zoas it.
The next morning, Greg's father tackled him
again to make sure he hadn't been mucking
about. Greg assured him he hadn't. Grtg
told us that his father had rhrearened him
rpith a thick ear if he had been, as he was
going oz;er to Hurn Airport to enquire about
aircraft actiz;ity the previous night.

The findings at the airport were unusual,
there had been no airuaft in the area at the
tirne, nor zaere there any due to land or take-

"tr. All the staff, and radar operators
looked in amazement, and one person said-
" That is one of the best photographs I haoe
ever seen of a UFO, I for one beliezte in
them".
When the Airport Director saw tlte photo-
graph he said " It's like nothing I'zte seen
before, I can't explain it". AII were irn-
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pressed, and as far as Mr. Marchant was
concerned rhey all belieaed its authentisity
a_t being a photograph of a genuine UF6.
Ibeliezteit....
Howez;er, in the Bournemouth Ezteninp
Echo of October 24, it read-(in brief):

UFO WAS IT AN AIRCRAFT ?

A spokesman at Hurn Airport said . .
Under certain climatic coiditions, a plane
with naz;igation lights revolving and-head-
Iights on can look rather speciacular from
certain angles.

The Hwrn spokesman suggested that a heli-
c-opter with lights on could also look strange
from certain angles at night, although thire
were no reparts of air actiztity at the time.

-EATD.
Come on now-who was the spokesman-
cleaner, the car park auendant, all due re-
spectstorhem. RUBB/S// .... This
,uas no aircraft, or helicopter, zpith or with-
our rez-tolaing lights or headlights on. If
aircrafr were that quiet in flieht (NO
NOISE), rhen rhe local popilatioi of
Parley Cross and Ferndozon would not
need to lash-out for double glazing.

The Scan investigation was thorough. l.Ve
tlpni it,_we haz;e tapes of the interviezu for
Radio Solent, zae haoe our ozon interzsieut
taper zue have asked couniless questions to a
lot of people, we hazte the photograph-
you can see tlrc UFO for yoursehtei. It is
in our opinion I00o/" genuine.

Are the general public rhat gullible, that
they are going to be persuaded that every
genuine UFO sighring is an aircraft, a flo{a
in the eye or the planet Venus. Not ail the
time-I think. Especially where there is a
photograph, so clear and genuine to back it
up.

I am surprised to read a follow-up like this
zlith so much ezsidence to proae they do exist,
and it is about time the press accepted thi
fact. After all-sightings are an eaery day

f
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Greg Marchants " U FO " . _ 'I'!tt washing-nne 6 top teJt and, xs apparentty ilLuminated by the flash
attdched to the camera. The sharp images of the object and the line, indiZate that firstty, the Lamera
zlas held steadily and-stationnry and, secondly, that the object was eith,er stationary or inwing stouly.
Photo Copyright: Wessex Press Agency.

happening throughout the world, BUT
PHOTOGRAPHS ARE NAT.
DESCRIPTION OF THE UFO:
(Bell shaped).

Top of the Bell GREEN
Dark Sides of Bell MAUVE
Bright Rim at Bottorn BRIGHT IYH ITE
Undnneath ORANGE

Continued overleaf
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The UFO is $th of an inch across on a polo-
roid print. The light rneter zlas set at 20.

NOTE-Yov can see the washing line on
the original photograph ztery clear.

Ufologists, and all interested parties-
Notice tlrc similarities to the ,, ADAM-
SKI " craft photographs, wirh a slight
difference underneath-perhaps modific-
ation, or perhaps the Press zlould call it a
" G.7." aersion.

Gregory Marchant sighting and photo-
graph 'inoestigated by Ron McClure and
Malcolm Terry.

P.S.-The UFO (craft) was first naoelling
with rhe tip of the " bell " pointing forward
and not as it was photographed.

Copyright : SClll International.

BUFORA investigation
Report: 74-068.

Bournemouth
2l actober 1974. 2045 hrs.

This report has received a lot of publicity
owing to the clarity of the photographic
image obtained, but as investigator Frank
Wood points out, the visual report is of
such a vague nature, that alone it would
be of very little value. Since there are
also unanswered questions about the
photograph, it does seem that the wide
coverage of this sighting does not entirely
relate to the absolute value of its factual
content.

Greg Marchant, a 21 year old, who is
keenly interested in aircraft and often
photographs them as they pass by en
route to Hurn airport, was looking west
from his bedroom window. Over the
horizon a very bright light appeared,
rapidly increasing in brightness and size
as it approached. He grabbed his Polo-
roid camera, ran out into the garden and
snapped one picture. Unknown to him,
a flash was attached and this went off as
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he took the photo. At this instant the
UFO seemed to vanish. The photograph
shows the object as like an electric-light
shade with a white circular underneath
portion, containing an orange area within,
a white light on top and a green and purple
conical shape connecting the rwo. It was
apparently rotating slowly. It was vis-
ible for about four minutes, travelling
very fast, as it moved to the north-east-.
No sound was heard. He rvent indoors,
stili feeling scared, and developed the
photograph in front of his amazed parents.
The image on the film was about $ inch
in diameter and showed up the object very
clarely. It has often been subsequently
described as exactly like an Adamski type
UFO, though Mr Marchant apparently
had never seen a photograph of one.

Several points must be made about this
report since they could well be of great
importance. Firstly, there are no other
witnesses, so far as is known, despite the
massive publicity the sighting received.
This is very puzzling, for an object half
the size of the full moon, in view for four
minutes, and passing over a well populated
area. Then again, the length of visi-
bility does not seem consistent with the
high speed the witness accords ro the
object. More disturbing is the fact that
the witness admits to being scared, ob-
viously excited, and surprised by the
triggering of the flash bulb, yet he pre-
sumably had to pan the camera to follow
such a swiftly moving object. But with
a camera, which photographic experts
have told BUFORA that under normal
circumstances could not photograph such
an object without some evidence of blur-
ring, there is no trace of movement.

Undoubtedly this could be a mosr im-
portant sighting, but we must be very
careful to get satisfactory answers to
these questions before finally accepting
that there is not a more rational explan-
ation for this photograph.



What you say . . .
Keeping in touch
Dear Sir
I. shouid like to respond ro your appeal in
the autumn 1974 editorial asking lor con_
structive ideas to help the position of
BUFORA members in the north, and
other outlying regions.

Let us firstly define the main problem.
This cleariy is that most BUFORA ad-
ministration and non-investigative act-
ivities occur in the London" area. This
means that unless a person is really
dedicated, or wealthy enough to afforil
constant journeys to the capital, he finds
himself almost cut off from the group,
except the arrival of the Journal. 

- It ls
quite clear that this centralisation is
inevitable ro some degree considering
PU.FORA _is by no means a large or.ganl
rsatron with money to burn. lt is true
also that without a small band of dedicated
and unpaid volunteers at the helm, the
group could never function at all. They
must be ciose together spatially, otherrvisl
the travel problems would inhibit any
contmulty.

What then can be done about things ? A
step in the right direction was taken with
the development of a network of Regional
Ilvestigation Co-ordinators (RICS)-. In
theory this puts outiying members'more
into the picture but in tr[th the success of
this is very limited. These people cover
a very. large area and obvious$ cannot
maintain direct communication-with all
members. They may do so with those
they know will be of assistance in invest-
igations, but how many of the other
'inactive' members wouid become more
involved if they found BUFORA be-
ggming more alive to them and not just a
disembodied entity many miles away ?

I believe that BUFORA should appoint

assistants to the RIC in each reeion.
lhey need not necessarily live in the"part
of the region they are dealing with, sincein practice it rvould prove very hard to
find enough people able and wiliing to do
this job who fit exactly the geofraphic
requirements. Their job, wortin! irith
RIC, could be to keep commun'ication
with all BUFORA members in their
patch. This could be done in several
ways; by personal visits, by tape, bv
telephone or even by letter. Whatever the
melhod they should act as a link to show
that BUFORA is real and is interested in
that part of the country. It would also
serve the purposes ol giving everv new
mernber someone with experience, rlason-
ably close at hand, who can offer advice on
all aspects of ufology and can surelv heln
to improve the general standard of invest^-
igations (which ar any time any one of
these members may- have to- do). I
honestly believe that-with the addition ol
S_qr: _!qf?t representatives not only would.
BUFORA keep hold of many members
r'vho ieave through being ignor-ed but also
would gain new ones from parts of the
country which are not well covered.
Now I am nor pretending that this alone
would solvc all the pr.oblems. There has
to be morc evidence of BUFORA involve-
ment on a local scale. At the moment
the BUtrORA branches do this to some
extent-but there are onlv two of those !

BUFORA must reach an agreement with
lgcal UFO investigation groups. On the
face of things the task seems simple. In
exchange for BUFORA passing along the
benefits of their national repori gathEring
pow-erl _tg rt\e local group, through the
local RIC of course, the groups-could
agree to forward all investigative results
to BUFORA, again through ihe RIC, and
help publicise BUFORA lbcally by airan-
ging local conferences and 6xhibitions.
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Those pool' outlying RUFORA members
could then become group members too,
and if BUFORA and the group were
associated together, this would appear to
hirn a ftirther aspecr of BUFORA re-
gionalisation. How many groups would
agree to co-operate in this way ? I would
think all groups ought to realise the need
to r,vork as part of an overall pattern, and
not as isolated bodies, but sadly some do
not seem to think that way. Groups in
the north are isolated in their own 

-local

area) as regards investigations, but they
are associated through the Union of
Northern Observers .ivith all others so
that news and ideas are sp?ead. They
recognise that this too is but part of a
bigger progression. BUFORA, on a nat-
ional scaie, is the next step and dare it be
hoped that something of a smilar line on
a world wide basis be organised.

Yours sincerely

Crinrs RaNorus
UNO Publications Editor
48 Park Drive
Manchester M16 OAH

Editors note: I'm sure Mtss Randles ideas
will be considered carefully by the National
Executizse Committee. Incidently, our next
conference is to be held in May at Hanley's
Grand Hotel, well north of London.

Questions answered
Dear Sir

I should like to reply to some of the
questions raised by correspondents in the
autumn Journal.
Perhaps Mr Chester might accept the
view that it would be impossible to prove
that all UFOs had their source in eleCtrical
discharges. It is possible that all the
objects investigated in detail could be
ascribed to such a cause, but there r.vould
still remain a number of appearances of
like nature which would have been seen,
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but which could not be conclusivelv
explained. This deveiopment would open
up the exciting possibiliry that the thing
seen might be a NIFO (natural identified
flying object), or it could be a UFO, which
would stimulate increased interest in the
wlole subject. f too, enjoy reading
science fiction.

In reply to Mr Hill:
Firstly, the direction of the r.vind at ground.
level is not a reliable indication of the
direction of the wind at higher levels.
Different layers of cloud can move in
different directions. I have seen two
cloud layers move in opposite directions,
while the indication of a wind-vane near
ground level, did not agree with the dir-
ection of either cloud layer. The NIFO
could bc carried along iri the upper rvind
until it reached a relion of el'eitr.ostatic
repulsion, rvhen it would suffer a 180.
change of direction, the repulsive force
overcoming the carrying force of the wind.
Secondly, it must be emphasized that the
radiation spectrum emitted by an electrical
discharge is of an oscillatory nature and
c9y9!s a wide lange of frequencies. The
visible part of the spectrum occupies only
a reiatively narrow band. The full spec-
trum emitted may exrend from high-
frequency X-rays, through the visille
porti^on up to and including the relatively
low-frequency radar waves. A word of
warning; I suspect that the radiation from
an _atmospheric electrical discharge may
include an appreciable proportion of Uio-
logically harmful X-rays of considerable
energy, hence the ' paralysis of witnesses ,

and the radiation burns. Close invest-
igations of NIFOs should, therefore, be
undertaken only by those with a proper
knorvledge of the precautions necessarv,
including adequate shielding techniques. 

-

Thirdly, the appearance of landing sites,
as reported, favour the idea of vortex
motion combined with an electrical dis-
charge, such as a 'ring of soil or veget-



ation is found with the moisture taken
away '1 also circular rings remain, des-
cribed as 'burnt, depressed or dehyd-
rated '1 again, ' plant life has been found
depressed with a swirling motion in-
dicated,' (see Research Bulletin, Vol 5
No 1, June 1974, page three, issued after
my article was written). Holes made in
the ground could be caused by objects
sucked into the vacuum and then dropped
when the vortex touches the ground.
For example, it has been reported that
large airliners have produced trailing
vortices that cause hear.y roof tiles to be
lifted and flung to the ground.

Fourthly, and as an engineer, I am prim-
arily interested in the behaviour and
measurement of physical phenomena in
terms of known characteristics) where
such phenomena can be generally identi-
fied andexplained. This is in contrastwith
the characteristics of personal contact)
which are influenced by the mental dis-
position of the individual concerned, and
are peculiar to that individual. I prefer
not to comment on this aspect, except to
say that reported manifestations of hob-
goblins, spectres, and other apparitions,
are best discussed by the appropriate
experts, such as psychiatrists, psycholo-
gists and metaphysicians.

And finally, the sound heard by an obser-
ver will have been modified in each parti-
ular case by the intervening atmosphere,
and by absorption and reflection fi'om the
surroundings, together with the genera-
tion of echoes. Thus the original crackle
may, in certain circumstances, be ex-
perienced as a whistle or hum when it
reaches the observer. Compare the var-
iations in the extent of the reverberations
of thunderclaps.

I am grateful to Mr Falla for drawing my
attention to the idea ofthe rise and fall of
an electrically charged ring; this offers
another interpretation based on electrical
atmospheric effects. I have dealt with

Mr Falia's remarks about the sound asso-
ciated with UFOs in my final point.

The next move seems to call for a series
of systematic tests as suggested in my
article in the summer Journal. Perhaps
the physics department of a university
might help. The subject-matter may be
regarded as a suitable topic for a PhD
thesis.

Yours sincerely,

G BunRows, cENG, MTMECHE
3 Downview Court
Boundary Road
Worthing, Sussex

ANOTHER.SPINI.SH FLAP
continued from p6

Most spectacular sighting was in September
wken thousands of people in Madrid sazo a
bright object passing across the sky.

Air Force jet fighrers set off in pursu;t. One
pilot climbed to 50,000ft. but reported rhat
the mltstery object was still high abozte him.
His fuel zlas running low and he returned.
The " fly'i,ng saucey" got oway.

Once the press cuttings have been trans-
lated we shall have a far better idea of
exactly what went on. We are still in
contact with our Spanish colleagues and
hope to receive some results of their
investigations soon.

Artificial Aurora
A Soviet accelerator of electrons is to be
launched into space during the winter by
a French rocket from I(erguelen Island in
the southern part of the Indian Ocean.

The electrons thrown out by the accele-
rator will intrude into the ionosphere
above the north of the USSR.
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Tlae Deuth af ETH
by RICHARD COLBORI,{E

For many years Richard colborne has questioned the value of the extra-
terrestrial hypothesis as a maior explanition for the UFO phenomenoll.
H^ere, he attempts to give sorne of the background to ttre dttt and someof the reasons for its ready acceptance. HJsuggests that the uFo
p-henorrrenon may.be the result oT other considdiations, and relegates
the ETH to .a position where it could only explain a tiny percen?age of
the total sightings.

Following the flaps of the early 1950's a
flurry of UFO books appeared on the
scene. There were many theories, at
first, and it was not long before a common
theme had been taken up, following the
suppositions of one or two writers. Of
course, these suppositions are what we
now know as the extraterrestrial hy-
pothesis (ETH).
The idea that the earth is being invaded
by beings from outer space was born in
that era when flying saucers first caught
the imagination of the public and in that
era it should have died. The ETH is
still brought out to account for almost any
phenomena which has been dubbed a
UFO. But it is interesting that during
the early 1950's public opinion varied
distinctly from that of today, in that no
universal label had been attached to aerial
phenomena. Indeed, one 1952 news-
paper headline read ' Are these lights in
the sky flying saucers?'

Today we very much take for granted
that the lights-in-the-sky (LITS) phen-
omena and flying saucers are one and the
same; even though there is no general
proof. Likewise, there is no proof that
the common theme taken up in the UFO
literature is mue.

Authors of those first flying saucer books
enjoyed various degrees of success, as
they were putting forward a theory thar,
lror,vever bizarre it may have been, seemed
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tenable. Today, however, the theory
that we are being visited by extra-terrest-
rials en masse does not hold water.

Trventy years have passed and both public
and scientists alike are still srruggling to
prove the tenability of the ETH and it
seems rather quaint to me that an organ-
isation of BUFORA's standing openly
admits that it uses the ETH as its working
hypothesis.

It is true that laymen and scientists still
cling to the ETH but among UFO re-
searchers, there is considerable divergence
ofopinion. It does not help to strengthen
my own argument that a large proportion
of researchers who have come to reiect the
ETH prefer to remain silent about their
findings. This is because what they have
discovered about UFOs is even more
bizarre than the 'invaders from Mars'
of the 1950's seemed at the time.

Again and again we are bombarded with
statistics about the chances of intelligent
life on other planets, but despite the vast
variation in results some factual inform-
ation emerges. One team of scientists
(armed with a giant computer) inform us
that there are forfy inhabited planets in
the galaxy. Yet another team (backed by
an equally sophisticated computer) tells
us there are 100000 inhabited planets.
Quite a difference I But even if the
number reaches this colossal figure; if it
comes down to the chances of interstellar



craft from one ofthese planers finding our
small world, on the outer rim of a re-
splendent galaxy, the figure looks dimin-
utive. fhe same scientists who calcu-
lated the number of inhabited planets as
100 000 hasten to admit that the probable
frequency of visitation is about oie ayear.
Hurrah! this is what we've all been
waiting for; statistical proof that the
Earth is being visited by people from
other planets at the unbelievable rate of
one a year.

Research carried our by Dr J Allen Hynek
and others into the whereabouts of extra
terrestrial life, and how to contacr it, is a
subject of great import-if not of some
controversy regarding its outcome. But
there is one snag; somehow public opinion
seems to have persuaded the scientific
fraternity that there is a connection be-
tween extraterrestrial civilisations and
flying saucers.

No connection
To every ufologist and many others who
only take a passing interest, flying saucers
and extraterrestrial life are synonymous.
Unforrunately little or no connection
exists. Vehicles from other planets do
not comprise the main UFO phenomenon.
There are thousands of UFO sightings
world wide every year and even if
BUFORA's nine per cent. unexplained
figure was true that makes UFOs far too
numerous to have eluded through scien-
tific investigation-let alone having passed
almost unnoticed by them! Presuming,
of course, that UFOs a?,e extraterrestrial
vehicles.
As for the nine per cent-rubbish ! All
sightings constitute the UFO phenomena.
Try being BUFORA's National Invest-

igations Co-ordinator for a year as I have
done and plot UF'O sightings* on a map
as they come in daily from the press
cutting agency and the public. Watch
waves of UFO activity slowly sweeping
across the country homing in on a tocatitv
or moving outward from it like ripplei
from a pebble dropped in a pool. Have
a telephone that rings inro the early hours
of the morning with simultaneous reports
of sightings from cities hundreds of miles
apart. Whatever these sightings are,
eventually ascribed to when they have
been investigated and evaluated there is
a common denominator which cannot be
explained arvay.

Experience
Dr J Allen Hynek may reject single wit-
ness sightings for very good reasons when
he is searching for evidence of extra-
terrestriai visitors. But the lone witness
undergoes a genuine experience which is
important to him and is in common with
the experiences of others. He may have
been alone at the time of the sighting (or
more correctly experience), but he has
palticipated in somerhing wirh many
oth3rs around the world. 'fhat there i.s
co-ordination betrveen their experience is
not without signficance.
Since I became seriously interested in
UFOs I have submitted about fifty
written reports of investigations to
BUFORA and other organisations and
among them there are a few that may be
space ships. Another hundred or so
were not worthy of permanent record but
to the witness each was a genuine ex-
perience.
A pattern emerges, strange experiences
are related and form a picture, but we
still cling to the outmoded views of the
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The Death of ETH
Continued from p19

1950's. To be truly scientific BUFORA
must reconsider the ETH as its only
working hypothesis. Those people who
are interested in extraterrestrial life should
form a department. BUFORA can then
start looking at the UFO phenomena in
an unbiased light.

Enlightened

All around us strange sights manifest
themselves, lights shine downupon people
from the heavens; unearthly beings speak
in riddles and intangible feelings result
from seeing a light in the sky, but mess-
ages can be conveyed; everyday people
become 'enlightened.' As an investig-
ator I have heard so often people say how
their lives have changed since their UFO
experrence.

There must be interstellar travellers.
There are extraterrestrial vehicles (ETVs)
and among BUFORA's personnel there
are highly qualified men who are ex-
perienced enough to investigate alleged
ETVs when they turn up. If we are
selective enough and choose only the best
substantiated sightings we will find the
ETVs. By al1 means, set up the machin-
ery to study them straight away, but we
must acknowledge the ftrtility of the ETH
to account for the UFO phenomena in
general. If scientists and UFO research
organisations alike do not change their
approach then the public will soon be
laughing at them. We have clung to the
ETH for twenty years, but a new gener-
ation is emerging.

C)ur scientists run their antennae to the
sky and 100 000 distant civilisations speak.
All they can muster, however, is a faint
hiss in the loudspeaker. Is it really they
from rvhom we shall gain true wisdom ?
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Should we amplify their signals even
more so that we can hear them or are we
listening for the wrong voice ?

*ft must not be supposed that I have
abandoned my campaign to prevent un-
investigated sightings from being pub-
lished (that is using detail taken from
newspapers reports) but the compilation
of statistics using all reported sightings
has had some surprising results.

ETH-a final eomtnent
by RICHARD COLBORNE

I;ootnore: BUFORA Journal, Vol, 3, No
1 shows the MOD statistics for unex-
plained reports as 9.4 per cent. The
editor then expresses his view that this
compares generally with BUFORA's
findings. Previous experience of reaction
to this type of article makes me think that
there are many who will misunderstand
my basic thesis. To reiterate-I am
neither saying that life does not exist on
other planets nor that it has failed to
reach earth, but that the UFO phenomena
is largely composed of something else.

Although only some experiences are in-
disputably of a psychic nature the fact
that sychronisation exists between most
sightings, even those that are misinter-
pretations of natural phenomena suggest
that their motivation is psychic certainly
cosmic. The spiritual interpretation may
only be the writer's own theory but if the
reader feels any propensity towards this
theory he may enjoy reading Uri by
Andriia Puharich.



BUFORA Ltd-mentbers give go-ahead

Unanimous approval for the Committee
to register the Association as a company
limited by guarantee was given at an
Extraordinary General Meeting, held on
7 December at Kensington. Members
may like to read the minutes of that im-
portant meeting.

The Chairman welcomed the members
and, after a short preliminary address,
formally proposed:

That on the recommendation of the Com-
mittee, the meeting approaes the form of the
draft Memorandum and Articles of Assoc-
iation laid before the meeting, subject to any
minor amendments which may be required
on the a&tice of the Association's pro-
fessional adoisers. And further, the mee!-
ing authorises the Committee to anange for
the incorporation af the Association as a
compalxy limited by guarantee as soon as
possible.

The Resolution was seconded bv Mr L E
Beer^

Mr Langley raised the point as to whether
present or future members of the Council
of Management would be entitled to some
token financial support or honorarium in
view of services rendered over a long
period, or due to some financial stringenry.
In reply, the Chairman said that no such
payment could be made to a member of
the Council of Management, but anybody
else who performed work for the Assoc-
iation could receive a salary or honorar-
ium. Such a person could attend Council
meetings as Secretary but would not
actually be a member of the Council.

Mr Beer asked if a member of the Council
could be granted an honorarium after
retiring from the Council and Mr Stanway
said he would look into this question.

Mr Beer then asked whether we could now
publicise the fact that the Association had
applied to the Charity Commissioners.
.Nlr Stanway replied that he thought this
would be in order.

There being no further quesrions, the
Resolution was put to the vote and carried
unanimously.

The Chairman then declared the meeting
closed.

Mr Langley then rose to say how very
much the membership appreciated the
enoffnous amount of thought and end-
eavour which had gone into the prepar-
ation of the Resolution just passed and
thanked Mr Stanway for all he had done
in this context. Seconded by Captain
Mackay.

Canadian CETI Probe
Canadian astronomers have begun a
search for extra-terrestrial radio signals of
intelligent origin using the 150ft diameter
radio-telescope at Algonquin, Ontario.
Researchers R Feldman of York Univer-
sity and A Bridle of Queen's University,
say they will concentrate on six stars in-
tensively and 300 to 500 others more
briefly.

The search will continue for at least a year.
A1l the stars have been chosen because
they are non-variable, to give time for
intelligent life to evolve. They are also
slowly rotating stars which, according to
one theory, suggests the presence of
planetary companions.

Credir: Spaceflight.
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Research Departmemt l{ews
FROM TONY PACE, RESEARCH DIRECTOR
AND CHARTE.S LOCKWOOD, RESEARCH PROJECTS OFFICER

The programme for the National Re-
search and Investigations Conference is
all but finalised, and we are pleased to
publish a brief summary of the sessions.
Members who have already enrolled will
be delighted to see that Dr loachim p
Kuettner has kindly consented to lecture
on research in other countries, and will

give the Conference up-to-date informa-
ti_on_on vhat steps to take in studying the
UFO phenomenon. As many BUFORA
members will know, Dr Kuettner is men-
tioned by Dr Hynek in his book The
UFO Experience : A Scientific Enquiry.
He was appointed Chairman of the UF-O
Sub-committee of the AIAA (American

Conference Pfogramme

Reception opens
Exhibitionopen. Conferenceassembles
Lunch
Conference opens. Welcome by Chairman
Professor John G Taylor, King's college, university of London, discusses the
Geller Phenomenon, and the problems of established science in studying uFos
Questions
T,eonard G Cramp, Vice-President of BUFORA, on UFOs as view.ed by an En_
glneer

Questions
Refreshments for Conference members

?. J.ogg{-_-l^Kuettner, ESSA Research Laboratories, Colorado, Chairman of
the AIA-\ UFO Sub-committee, on UFO research, the next steps, and llnes of
attack in other countries

Questions
Dinner
Demonstration : UFO characteristics
FiIm: Mars-The search begins

C A E O'Brien, BUFORA Evaluations Co-ordinator, on UFO hypotheses
Questions
Coffee
Research Projects-Phase 2 of BUFORA's Research Projects programme. Intro-
du_ction by the Research Director and the Research projects offiier. Members
will separate into groups to study proposals
Full Conference reconvenes. Group summaries
Lunch
Trevor \fhitaker, BUFORA Yorkshire Branch, on investigation techniques,
Questions
Planning for the future. Conference conclusions
Conference ends

Saturday 10 May
10.30

10.30 - 12.30
12.30 - 13.45
14.00
14.10 - 15.10

15.10 - 15.40

75.45 - 16.45

16.45 - t7.05
17.05 - 17.25
17.30 - i8.20

18.20 - 18.45
19.00 - 20.15
20.30 - 22.00

Sunday 11 May
9.30 - 10.25
10.25- 10.45
10.45 - 11.00
11.05 - 12.05

12.05 - 12.40
12.45 - 13.45
14.00 - 15.00
15.00 - 15.20
15.20 - 16.00
16.00
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Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics)
in 1968. A report of an interview of Dr
Kuettner by Omar Fowler and Graham
Raine of BUFORA and SIGAP appeared
in BUFORAJournal, Summer 1974. S7e
are also fortunate that Tim O'Brien,
BUFORA Evaluations Co-ordinator, v'ill
be speaking on UFO hypotheses. Tim
is well qualified to speak as a scientist on
UFO research and investigations.

We must remind Conference members
that if they intend to have any meals at the
Grand Hotel, they should book these
beforehand, preferably when reserving a
room, but in any event a few.days before
the Conference, otherwise there may be
some delays in the sessions. We irope
that everyone rvill be able to arrive before
lunch, in order to collect Conference
literature, and see the exhibition, which
rvill be displayed during the u'hole week-
end.

By the time this issue of dne Journal
appears, it is expected that registrations
for the Conference will be arriving at the
Observatory in considerable numbers.
So write at once if you wish to book, in
order to avoid disappointment. See book-
ing form on back page.

We have already received a number of
bookings from members of BUFORA
Research Projects Teams, and rve should
like to remind all those who are inrer-
ested in the Research Projects Programme
that there rvill be open discussions at
which all can contribute, if they wish.
Those who are interested in preparatory
reading before the lectures may wish to
obtain copies of works published by some
of our speakers.

Professor Taylor has published about a
hundred papers in physics and mathe-
matics in various scientific journals, as
well as six books, Quantum Mechanics,
The Shape of Minds to Come, New Worlds
in Plrysics, Black Holes, Special Relatiztity,
and one to be published on 24 April,

Superminds : An Analysis of the Para-
normal, by Macmillan. Leonard
Cramp's two well known works are,
Space Graaity and the Flying Saucer and
Piece for a Jigsazts.

Details of other publications will be made
available to Conference members.

Events Diary
Items suitable for inclusion in a new
feature to be cailed Events Diary are in-
vited from members, Branch Secretaries
and Secretaries of Member Societies.
Proposed activities such as lectures, film
shows, conferences and skywatches are
all eligible for inclusion. The idea is to
provide a comprehensive service for mem-
bers by informing them of future activ-
ities in the fleld. Contributors are asked
to provide a reference point for enquiries

-preferably 
a telephone number. Send

details to: Michael Prewett, Assistant
Editor, BUFORA Journal,20 Loman Rd.,
Mytchett, Camberley, Surrey.

Personal Column
WARMINSTER skyrvatch caravan av-
ailable, Easter to October. Details from
Mrs Nl Carey, 61 Corton, nr Waminster,
Wiits. (SAE essential).

LARGE semi-detached older style house,
5 minutes station and new town centre.
d14,000 or offer. Write to: A $fest,
16 Southway, Burgess Hill, Sussex RH15
9ST or phone Burgess Hill 6738 (STD
code 044 46).

GO where the UFOs are! Visit sunny
Spain. Holiday apartment at Villanueva,
near Barcelona. Reduced rates to
BUFORA members. Write: Omar Fow-
ler, 149 Mytchett Road, Mytchett, nr
Carnberley, Surrey, for further details.
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People
W'e extend a welcome to the following
people who have recently been admitted
to membership of BUFORA:
London: F Amory, Flat 564, College St Mark,
552 Kings Rd, Chelsea SI710; A C Fossey, 2l
Laitwood Rd, London 5\712 9QN; V V Lyash-
enko, 56-64 Edith Rd, London 'i/14; D O'Dell,
110 Moordown, Shooters Hill, London SE18l
G A Ptohopoulos, 71 Muswelt Ave, Muswell Hill,
London N10 2EH; M J Tomkinson, 140 Priorv
Lane, Rochampton, London S!(/15 5JP.

Ilorne Counties: Mrs P W Bishop, 205 Ban-
stead Rd, Carshalton Beeches, Surrey; G C
Bishop, 205 Banstead Rd, Carshalton Beeches,
Surrey; G Fawkes, 13 Allendale Ave, Southall,
Middx; Mrs J A Finch, 12 Hayes St, Hayes,
Bromiey, Kent; C P Grace, 15 Fetherstone Cl,
Potters Bar, Herts; S Scrope-Howe, 185 Spring
Grove Rd, Isleworth, Middx; M J P Johnson,45
Becketts Cl, Harlington Rd \7est_, Feltham,
Middx; A C MacWillson, rVhitelands, Hatfield
Peverel, nr Chelmsford, Essex; N Newton, 3
Boughton Ave, Hayes, Bromley, Kent; Mrs E
Stead, 9 Attlee Rd, Hayes, Middx, UB4 9JB;
G W Vine, 2 The Gardens, College Lane, Chic-
chester, Sussex.

National : Mrs E M Bott, Denbigh lfse, Knuts-
ford Rd, Rode Heath, Stoke-on-T1ent; A Brylski,
6 Cambridge Grove, Eccles, Manchester M30
9AE; B Butcher, 31 St Marys Cl, Newton Flot-
man, Norwich NR15 lAH; R A Clarke, 75 lfood-
land Rd, Rode Heath, Stoke-on-Trent; A Coates,

8_ Model Terr, Cockfield, nr Bishop Auckland,
Co Durham; S Cremin, 3 Parkstone \7alk, P/S
Swindon, Vilts; A Croose, 223 Bristol Rd, Glou-
cester; M Dwyer, 24 Masefield Dr, Farnworth,
Bolton, Lancs; A H Everingham, 5 Barton lfse,
Mo,ss Meadow Rd, Salford M6 8PL; P R Fargus,
9 Swanland Ave, Bridlington, E Yorks YO15
2HH; R J W Giddy, 1 Gladstone Rd, Gloucester;
A C Howes,202 Abbotsbury Rd,\Wesrham,\iley-
mouthr Dorest; K Jackson, 44 Farmhill Crds,
Meanwood, Leeds, \7 Yorks LS7 2QA; R Jour-
neaux, 75 Invercanny Dr, Drumchapel, Glasgow
G15 7AY; M P Lamb,2 Dymond View, Liver-
sedge, !7 Yorks; R J Leadsom, 30 Phiilips Lane,
Formby, Lancs L37 4AZ; D .N{cGroarty, 63
Thames Rd, Redcar, Cleaveland County, TS10
1PW; K Newsham, 32 \Thitehead Cres, Stone-
clough, Nr Manchester M26 9EZ; S C Pratt, 11
Brairhwell St, Denaby Main, Nr Doncaster
DNl2 4BJ; R J Pugh, Parkland Pl, St Brides
View, Roch, Haverfordwest, Pembs; A A Sinuks,
45 Lynn Lea Ave, Haddington, E Lothian EH41
4AF; S Sparkes, 17 Gladstone Rd, Gloucester;
D C Strickiand, 49 Silentworth Rd, Swinton, Nr
Mexborough, S Yorks; M W'ashbrooke, 3 Stoke
Lane, Gedling, Notts NG4 2QS; Miss AWatson,
73 Craiglaw Ave, Waterfoot, Eaglesham, Glasgow
Scotland; S P lfoolley, 42 Albion St, Oldbury,
Warley, Vorcs 862 3EY.
Overseas : H Matte, 158 rue de Vaugirard,
75015 Paris, France.

BOOKS FOR SALE
The UFO Experience by Dr Allen Hynek. 7 plares. 276 pages. f,2.70
UFOs From Behind the Iron Curtain. !frell iltus'd. 320 pages. d3.2O
UFOs Here and Now by Gosta Rehn. 1974, 8 plates. 200 pages. d3. 10

Beyond Earth : Man's Contact with UFOs by Ralph & Judy Blum. 60p
Invisible Residents by lvan Sanderson, 50p; Uninvited Visitors. 50p
Prices Include Postage and Packing. Over 100 UFO titles in stock.

Send remittance to: LIONEL BEER, 15 Freshwater Court,
Crawford Street, London WIH lHS.
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Are you coming ?
National Research and rnvestigations conference - l0 to 11 May 1gz5
Il coniunction with the Staff.ordshire Branch, BUFORA is holding its first two-day Conference wirh
*9 ui^ of improving the objectiviry and gsneral _quality of UFo &jre;rch ""a 

i"tdrtig"ri;i; c#i
lli,Sll.' ,lt rytlt ,take 

place atrhe GrandEotel. Hinley, stote-on-iient,-siunorarnliEli"- ).oo ,j"ion Jaruroay lu May unttl 4.00.p-m on Sunday 11 May 1975. The horel, located in the centre'oi
-rlanley_) ls convenlently sltuated for. easy access from all parts of the country, lying on the main buiroute through.the^Potteries and only ten minures from Stoke mainline;il;;f ,titio" 

""a-if.,. 
iiom.otorway. . The Conference is open to_both members and non-members of gdFoRA,-O"iraiiiir.i,j"

yltt,pe ui1.ti$et onlv,which must be obtained in advance. The registraii,otr i..* ur. iritrr.J",i irr.bookrng slip below and include refreshments.

Speakers and papers presented will include:
Prof John G Taylor, London University-7&e Geller phenomenon.

Dr Joachim P Kuettner, AIAA uFo subcommittee-uFo research, the next sreps.
Leonard Cramp*An Engineer looks at IJFOs.
Centro de Estudios Interplanetorios-Computer Research into the Spanish lvaz.te of 196g169.
Martin Janta (Polczynski of SOBEPS)-Current (JFO Research in Belgium.
Trevor Whitaker (BUFORA Yorkshire Branch)-Inaestigation Techniques.

A, special rate_ for hotel accommodation is available to Conl'erence members. The cost is f 3.5o
w-hich covers. bed, breakfast and early morning tea.- Eookings should il;;4. ai...r i""ir,J 8i-rijHotel, 66 Tlinilv Street, Hanley, Stoke-on-Trint, Staffs., St"oke-on-Trent zjsor (-STii-oiill,-rir?"]
tioning the Conference.

To:

C_onfererrce_ Organiser, BUFORA Staffs. Branch, Nervchapel Observatory, Newchapel, Stoke-on-Trent, Staffs.

I enclose {,.. .. .,., .,.... (. ..-.. ......tickets a1....................... )(Cheques should be made payable to BUFORA)

I will be booking at the Grand Hotel (please tick) n

Please send........................registration ticketb for
F'u1l two days
or
Saturday 10 May only

F-rom:

Name ..

Address

the National Research and Investigations Conference:
{.3 n
f)

A photocopy of this application is acceptable.


